


KJV Bible Word Studies for DART



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

barbed 7905 ## sukkah {sook-kaw'}; feminine of 7900 in the sense of 7899; a dart (as pointed like a thorn): 
-- {barbed} iron. 

dart 0956 # belos {bel'-os}; from 906; a missile, i.e. spear or arrow: -- {dart}. 

dart 1002 # bolis {bol-ece'}; from 906; a missile, i.e. javelin: -- {dart}. 

dart 2671 ## chets {khayts}; from 2686; properly, a piercer, i.e. an arrow; by implication, a wound; 
figuratively, (of God) thunder-bolt; (by interchange for 6086) the shaft of a spear: -- + archer, arrow, 
{dart}, shaft, staff, wound. 

dart 4551 ## macca` {mas-saw'}; from 5265 in the sense of projecting; a missile (spear or arrow); also a 
quarry (whence stones are, as it were, ejected): -- before it was brought, {dart}. 

dart 7626 ## shebet {shay'-bet}; from an unused root probably meaning to branch off; a scion, i.e. (literally)
a stick (for punishing, writing, fighting, ruling, walking, etc.) or (figuratively) a clan: -- X correction, {dart},
rod, sceptre, staff, tribe. 

dart 7973 ## shelach {sheh'-lakh}; from 7971; a missile of attack, i.e. spear; also (figuratively) a shoot of 
growth; i.e. branch: -- {dart}, plant, X put off, sword, weapon. 

iron 7905 ## sukkah {sook-kaw'}; feminine of 7900 in the sense of 7899; a dart (as pointed like a thorn): -- 
barbed {iron}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

dart 01675 ## da'ah {daw-aw'} ; a primitive root ; to {dart} , i . e . fly rapidly : -- fly . 

dart 02187 ## zanaq {zaw-nak'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to draw together the feet (as an animal about to {dart} upon its prey) , i . e . to spring forward : -- leap . 

dart 02671 ## chets {khayts} ; from 02686 ; properly , a piercer , i . e . an arrow ; by implication , a wound ; figuratively , (of God) thunder-bolt ; (by interchange for 06086) the shaft of a spear : -- + archer , arrow , {dart} , 
shaft , staff , wound . 

dart 03591 ## kiydown {kee-dohn'} ; from the same as 03589 ; properly , something to strike with , i . e . a {dart} (perhaps smaller that 02595) : -- lance , shield , spear , target . 

dart 04551 ## macca` {mas-saw'} ; from 05265 in the sense of projecting ; a missile (spear or arrow) ; also a quarry (whence stones are , as it were , ejected) : -- before it was brought , {dart} . 

dart 04968 ## M@thuwshelach {meth-oo-sheh'- lakh} ; from 04962 and 07973 ; man of a {dart} ; Methushelach , an antediluvian patriarch : -- Methuselah . 

dart 07626 ## shebet {shay'- bet} ; from an unused root probably meaning to branch off ; a scion , i . e . (literally) a stick (for punishing , writing , fighting , ruling , walking , etc .) or (figuratively) a clan : -- X correction , 
{dart} , rod , sceptre , staff , tribe . 

dart 07905 ## sukkah {sook-kaw'} ; feminine of 07900 in the sense of 07899 ; a {dart} (as pointed like a thorn) : -- barbed iron . 

dart 07973 ## shelach {sheh'- lakh} ; from 07971 ; a missile of attack , i . e . spear ; also (figuratively) a shoot of growth ; i . e . branch : -- {dart} , plant , X put off , sword , weapon . 

dart 08628 ## taqa` {taw-kah'} ; a primitive root ; to clatter , i . e . slap (the hands together) , clang (an instrument) ; by analogy , to drive (a nail or tent-pin , a {dart} , etc .) ; by implication , to become bondsman by 
handclasping) : -- blow ([a trumpet ]) , cast , clap , fasten , pitch [tent ] , smite , sound , strike , X suretiship , thrust . 

dart 0956 - belos {bel'-os}; from 0906; a missile, i.e. spear or arrow: -- {dart}. 

dart 1002 - bolis {bol-ece'}; from 0906; a missile, i.e. javelin: -- {dart}. 

dart 4517 - rhonnumi {hrone'-noo-mee}; prolongation from rhoomai (to {dart}; probably akin to 4506); to strengthen, i.e. (impersonal passive) have health (as a parting exclamation, good-bye): -- farewell. 

darting 07091 ## qippowz {kip-poze'} ; from an unused root meaning to contract , i . e . spring forward ; an arrow-snake (as {darting} on its prey) : -- great owl . 

darts 08455 ## towthach {to-thawkh'} ; from an unused root meaning to smite ; a club : -- {darts} . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1001 + And sounded + they sounded +/ . bolizo {bol-id'-zo}; from 1002 + with a dart +/ ; to heave the lead: -
-sound . 

1002 + with a dart +/ . bolis {bol-ece'}; from 0906 + put + Put + laid + cast + lying + lieth + thrust + we put 
+ to put + was put + to cast + and put + casteth + to send + casting + putteth + is cast + and cast + And cast 
+ but cast + did cast + was cast + was laid + They cast + hath cast + were cast + be thrown + and threw + to 
be cast + do men put + for to put + I will put + and thrust + did strike + shall cast + should cast + must be 
put + men casting + not to send + he was cast + and to cast + I will cast + to have put + but men cast + it 
hath cast + but they put + and did cast + did they cast + and she threw + them and cast + they did cast + 
that was cast + them was cast + and have cast + And they cast + but to be cast + And shall cast + should be 
cast + unto them Cast + that he poureth + it out and cast + and be thou cast + and thou be cast + that he 
was cast + and he were cast + after there arose + and they were cast + upon them they cast + they which 
have cast + not in me he is cast + For in that she hath poured +/ ; a missile, i .e . javelin: --dart . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

dart 0956 ** belos ** {dart}.

dart 1002 ** bolis ** {dart}.

dart 2671 -- chets -- + archer, arrow, {dart}, shaft, staff, wound.

dart 4551 -- macca\ -- before it was brought, {dart}.

dart 7626 shebet -- -- X correction, {dart}, rod, sceptre, staff, tribe.

dart 7973 shelach -- -- {dart}, plant, X put off, sword, weapon.

darts 8455 -- towthach -- {darts}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

dart 1002 bolis * {dart} , {1002 bolis } ,

darts 0956 belos * {darts} , {0956 belos } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* dart , 1002 ,

- dart , 2671 , 4551 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

dart - 1002 {dart},

darts - 0956 {darts},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

dart Heb_12_20 # [For they could not endure that which was commanded, And if so much as a beast touch 
the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through with a dart:

dart Job_41_26 # The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold: the spear, the dart, nor the habergeon.

dart Pro_07_23 # Till a dart strike through his liver; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth not that it 
[is] for his life.

darts 2Ch_32_05 # Also he strengthened himself, and built up all the wall that was broken, and raised [it] 
up to the towers, and another wall without, and repaired Millo [in] the city of David, and made darts and 
shields in abundance.

darts 2Sa_18_14 # Then said Joab, I may not tarry thus with thee. And he took three darts in his hand, and 
thrust them through the heart of Absalom, while he [was] yet alive in the midst of the oak.

darts Eph_06_16 # Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery 
darts of the wicked.

Darts Job_41_29 # Darts are counted as stubble: he laugheth at the shaking of a spear.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

dart nor the Job_41_26 # The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold: the spear, the dart, nor the 
habergeon.

dart strike through Pro_07_23 # Till a dart strike through his liver; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and 
knoweth not that it [is] for his life.

dart Heb_12_20 # [For they could not endure that which was commanded, And if so much as a beast touch 
the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through with a dart:

darts and shields 2Ch_32_05 # Also he strengthened himself, and built up all the wall that was broken, and 
raised [it] up to the towers, and another wall without, and repaired Millo [in] the city of David, and made 
darts and shields in abundance.

Darts are counted Job_41_29 # Darts are counted as stubble: he laugheth at the shaking of a spear.

darts in his 2Sa_18_14 # Then said Joab, I may not tarry thus with thee. And he took three darts in his 
hand, and thrust them through the heart of Absalom, while he [was] yet alive in the midst of the oak.

darts of the Eph_06_16 # Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the 
fiery darts of the wicked.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

dart strike through his liver Pro_07_23 

darts are counted as stubble Job_41_29 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

dart ^ Heb_12_20 / dart /^ 

dart ^ Job_41_26 / dart /^nor the habergeon. 

dart ^ Pro_07_23 / dart /^strike through his liver; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth not that it 
[is] for his life. 

darts ^ 2Ch_32_05 / darts /^and shields in abundance. 

Darts ^ Job_41_29 / Darts /^are counted as stubble: he laugheth at the shaking of a spear. 

darts ^ 2Sa_18_14 / darts /^in his hand, and thrust them through the heart of Absalom, while he [was] yet 
alive in the midst of the oak. 

darts ^ Eph_06_16 / darts /^of the wicked. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

dart ......... with a dart 1002 -bolis-> 

darts ......... darts 0956 -belos-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Darts Job_41_29 {Darts} are counted as stubble: he laugheth at the shaking of a spear. 

dart Heb_12_20 (For they could not endure that which was commanded, And if so much as a beast touch 
the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through with a {dart}: 

dart Job_41_26 The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold: the spear, the {dart}, nor the habergeon. 

dart Pro_07_23 Till a {dart} strike through his liver; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth not that it 
[is] for his life. 

darts 2Ch_32_05 Also he strengthened himself, and built up all the wall that was broken, and raised [it] up 
to the towers, and another wall without, and repaired Millo [in] the city of David, and made {darts} and 
shields in abundance. 

darts 2Sa_18_14 Then said Joab, I may not tarry thus with thee. And he took three {darts} in his hand, and 
thrust them through the heart of Absalom, while he [was] yet alive in the midst of the oak. 

darts Eph_06_16 Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery 
{darts} of the wicked. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

dart ^ Heb_12_20 (For <1063> they could <5342> <0> not <3756> endure <5342> (5707) that which was 
commanded <1291> (5746), And if so much as <2579> a beast <2342> touch <2345> (5632) the mountain 
<3735>, it shall be stoned <3036> (5701), or <2228> thrust through <2700> (5701) with a {dart} <1002>: 

darts ^ Eph_06_16 Above <1909> all <3956>, taking <0353> (5631) the shield <2375> of faith <4102>, 
wherewith <1722> <3739> ye shall be able <1410> (5695) to quench <4570> (5658) all <3956> the fiery 
<4448> (5772) {darts} <0956> of the wicked <4190>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
Darts Job_41_29 {Darts} (08455 +towthach ) are counted (02803 +chashab ) as stubble (07179 +qash ):he 
laugheth (07832 +sachaq ) at the shaking (07494 +ra(ash ) of a spear (03591 +kiydown ) . 

dart Heb_12_20 ( For they could not endure (5342 -phero -) that which was commanded (1291 -diastellomai
-) , And if so much (2579 -kan -) as a beast (2342 -therion -) touch (2345 -thiggano -) the mountain (3735 -
oros -) , it shall be stoned (3036 -lithoboleo -) , or (2228 -e -) thrust (2700 -katatoxeuo -) through (2700 -
katatoxeuo -) with a {dart} (1002 -bolis -) : 

dart Job_41_26 The sword (02719 +chereb ) of him that layeth (05381 +nasag ) at him cannot (01097 
+b@liy ) hold (06965 +quwm ):the spear (02595 +chaniyth ) , the {dart} (04551 +macca( ) , nor the 
habergeon (08302 +shiryown ) . 

dart Pro_07_23 Till (05704 +(ad ) a {dart} (02671 +chets ) strike (06398 +palach ) through his liver (03516 
+kabed ) ; as a bird (06833 +tsippowr ) hasteth (04116 +mahar ) to the snare (06341 +pach ) , and knoweth 
(03045 +yada( ) not that it [ is ] for his life (05315 +nephesh ) . 

darts 2Ch_32_05 Also he strengthened (02388 +chazaq ) himself , and built (01129 +banah ) up all (03605 
+kol ) the wall (02346 +chowmah ) that was broken (06555 +parats ) , and raised (05927 +(alah ) [ it ] up to 
the towers (04026 +migdal ) , and another (00312 +)acher ) wall (02346 +chowmah ) without (02351 
+chuwts ) , and repaired (02388 +chazaq ) Millo (04407 +millow) ) [ in ] the city (05892 +(iyr ) of David 
(01732 +David ) , and made (06213 +(asah ) {darts} (07973 +shelach ) and shields (04043 +magen ) in 
abundance (07230 +rob ) . 

darts 2Sa_18_14 Then said (00559 +)amar ) Joab (03097 +Yow)ab ) , I may not tarry (03176 +yachal ) thus 
(03651 +ken ) with thee . And he took (03947 +laqach ) three (07969 +shalowsh ) {darts} (07626 +shebet ) in 
his hand (03027 +yad ) , and thrust (08628 +taqa( ) them through the heart (03820 +leb ) of Absalom (53) , 
while (05750 +(owd ) he [ was ] yet alive (02416 +chay ) in the midst (03820 +leb ) of the oak (00424 +)elah ) 
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. 

darts Eph_06_16 Above (1909 -epi -) all (3956 -pas -) , taking (0353 -analambano -) the shield (2375 -
thureos -) of faith (4102 -pistis -) , wherewith (3739 -hos -) ye shall be able (1410 -dunamai -) to quench 
(4570 -sbennumi -) all (3956 -pas -) the fiery (4448 -puroo -) {darts} (0956 -belos -) of the wicked (4190 -
poneros -) . 
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dart , HEB , 12:20 dart , JOB , 41:26 dart , PR , 7:23 darts , 2CH , 32:5 darts , 2SA , 18:14 darts , EPH , 6:16 darts 
, JOB , 41:29 dart 1002 # bolis {bol-ece'}; from 906; a missile, i.e. javelin: -- {dart}.[ql dart 0956 # belos 
{bel'-os}; from 906; a missile, i.e. spear or arrow: -- {dart}.[ql dart Interlinear Index Study dart JOB 041 026 The 
sword <02719 +chereb > of him that layeth <05381 +nasag > at him cannot <01097 +b@liy > hold <06965 
+quwm > : the spear <02595 +chaniyth > , the {dart} <04551 +macca< > , nor the habergeon <08302 +shiryown 
> . dart PRO 007 023 Till <05704 + a {dart} <02671 +chets > strike <06398 +palach > through his liver <03516 
+kabed > ; as a bird <06833 +tsippowr > hasteth <04116 +mahar > to the snare <06341 +pach > , and knoweth 
<03045 +yada< > not that it [ is ] for his life <05315 +nephesh > . dart HEB 012 020 ( For they could not endure 
<5342 -phero -> that which was commanded <1291 -diastellomai -> , And if so much <2579 -kan -> as a beast 
<2342 -therion -> touch <2345 -thiggano -> the mountain <3735 -oros -> , it shall be stoned <3036 - lithoboleo ->
, or <2228 -e -> thrust <2700 -katatoxeuo -> through <2700 -katatoxeuo -> with a {dart} <1002 -bolis -> : darts 
2SA 018 014 Then said <00559 +>amar > Joab <03097 +Yow>ab > , I may not tarry <03176 +yachal > thus 
<03651 +ken > with thee . And he took <03947 +laqach > three <07969 +shalowsh > {darts} <07626 +shebet > in
his hand <03027 +yad > , and thrust <08628 +taqa< > them through the heart <03820 +leb > of Absalom <53> , 
while <05750 + he [ was ] yet alive <02416 +chay > in the midst <03820 +leb > of the oak <00424 +>elah > . 
darts 2CH 032 005 Also he strengthened <02388 +chazaq > himself , and built <01129 +banah > up all <03605 
+kol > the wall <02346 +chowmah > that was broken <06555 +parats > , and raised <05927 + [ it ] up to the 
towers <04026 +migdal > , and another <00312 +>acher > wall <02346 +chowmah > without <02351 +chuwts > ,
and repaired <02388 +chazaq > Millo <04407 +millow> > [ in ] the city <05892 + of David <01732 +David > , 
and made <06213 + {darts} <07973 +shelach > and shields <04043 +magen > in abundance <07230 +rob > . 
Darts JOB 041 029 {Darts} <08455 +towthach > are counted <02803 +chashab > as stubble <07179 +qash > : he 
laugheth <07832 +sachaq > at the shaking <07494 +ra of a spear <03591 +kiydown > . darts EPH 006 016 Above 
<1909 -epi -> all <3956 -pas -> , taking <0353 -analambano -> the shield <2375 -thureos -> of faith <4102 -pistis 
-> , wherewith <3739 -hos -> ye shall be able <1410 - dunamai -> to quench <4570 -sbennumi -> all <3956 -pas -
> the fiery <4448 -puroo -> {darts} <0956 -belos -> of the wicked <4190 -poneros -> . dart strike through his liver
* dart , 1002 , - dart , 2671 , 4551 , * dart , 1002 bolis , dart -1002 {dart}, darts -0956 {darts}, dart -2671 arrow , 
arrows , {dart} , shaft , staff , wound , dart -4551 before , brought , {dart} , darts -7626 correction , {darts} , pen , 
rod , sceptre , sceptres , staff , tribe , tribes , darts -7973 {darts} , plants , put , sword , weapon , darts -8455 
{darts} , dart 2671 -- chets -- + archer, arrow, {dart}, shaft, staff, wound. dart 4551 -- macca\ -- before it was 
brought, {dart}. dart 7626 shebet -- -- X correction, {dart}, rod, sceptre, staff, tribe. dart 7973 shelach -- -- {dart}, 
plant, X put off, sword, weapon. dart 0956 ** belos ** {dart}. dart 1002 ** bolis ** {dart}. darts 8455 -- towthach
-- {darts}. dart ......... with a dart 1002 -bolis-> darts ......... darts 0956 -belos-> dart 2671 ## chets {khayts}; from 
2686; properly, a piercer, i. e. an arrow; by implication, a wound; figuratively, (of God) thunder-bolt; (by 
interchange for 6086) the shaft of a spear: -- + archer, arrow, {dart}, shaft, staff, wound. [ql dart 4551 ## macca< 
{mas-saw'}; from 5265 in the sense of projecting; a missile (spear or arrow); also a quarry (whence stones are, as 
it were, ejected): -- before it was brought, {dart}.[ql dart 7626 ## shebet {shay'-bet}; from an unused root 
probably meaning to branch off; a scion, i.e. (literally) a stick (for punishing, writing, fighting, ruling, walking, 
etc.) or (figuratively) a clan: -- X correction, {dart}, rod, sceptre, staff, tribe.[ql dart 7973 ## shelach {sheh'-lakh};
from 7971; a missile of attack, i.e. spear; also (figuratively) a shoot of growth; i.e. branch: -- {dart}, plant, X put 
off, sword, weapon.[ql dart 0956 # belos {bel'-os}; from 906; a missile, i.e. spear or arrow: -- {dart}.[ql dart 1002 
# bolis {bol-ece'}; from 906; a missile, i.e. javelin: -- {dart}.[ql darts 8455 ## towthach {to-thawkh'}; from an 
unused root meaning to smite; a club: -- {darts}.[ql dart 041 026 Job /^{dart /nor the habergeon . dart 007 023 Pro 
/^{dart /strike through his liver ; as a bird hasteth to the snare , and knoweth not that it is for his life . darts 032 
005 IICh /^{darts /and shields in abundance . Darts 041 029 Job /^{Darts /are counted as stubble : he laugheth at 
the shaking of a spear . darts 018 014 IISa /^{darts /in his hand , and thrust them through the heart of Absalom , 
while he was yet alive in the midst of the oak . darts 006 016 Eph /${darts /of the wicked . dart The sword of him 
that layeth at him cannot hold: the spear, the {dart}, nor the habergeon. dart Till a {dart} strike through his liver; 
as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth not that it [is] for his life. dart For they could not endure that which was
commanded, And if so much as a beast touch the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through with a {dart}: 



dart , HEB , 12:20 dart , JOB , 41:26 dart , PR , 7:23 darts , 2CH , 32:5 darts , 2SA , 18:14 darts , EPH , 6:16 darts 
, JOB , 41:29



dart 1002 # bolis {bol-ece'}; from 906; a missile, i.e. javelin: -- {dart}.[ql dart 0956 # belos {bel'-os}; from 906; a 
missile, i.e. spear or arrow: -- {dart}.[ql



* dart , 1002 bolis ,



dart -1002 {dart}, darts -0956 {darts},



dart -2671 arrow , arrows , {dart} , shaft , staff , wound , dart -4551 before , brought , {dart} , darts -7626 
correction , {darts} , pen , rod , sceptre , sceptres , staff , tribe , tribes , darts -7973 {darts} , plants , put , sword , 
weapon , darts -8455 {darts} ,



dart 2671 -- chets -- + archer, arrow, {dart}, shaft, staff, wound. dart 4551 -- macca\ -- before it was brought, 
{dart}. dart 7626 shebet -- -- X correction, {dart}, rod, sceptre, staff, tribe. dart 7973 shelach -- -- {dart}, plant, X 
put off, sword, weapon. dart 0956 ** belos ** {dart}. dart 1002 ** bolis ** {dart}. darts 8455 -- towthach -- 
{darts}.





dart ......... with a dart 1002 -bolis-> darts ......... darts 0956 -belos->



dart 2671 ## chets {khayts}; from 2686; properly, a piercer, i.e. an arrow; by implication, a wound; figuratively, 
(of God) thunder-bolt; (by interchange for 6086) the shaft of a spear: -- + archer, arrow, {dart}, shaft, staff, 
wound. [ql dart 4551 ## macca< {mas-saw'}; from 5265 in the sense of projecting; a missile (spear or arrow); also
a quarry (whence stones are, as it were, ejected): -- before it was brought, {dart}.[ql dart 7626 ## shebet 
{shay'-bet}; from an unused root probably meaning to branch off; a scion, i.e. (literally) a stick (for punishing, 
writing, fighting, ruling, walking, etc.) or (figuratively) a clan: -- X correction, {dart}, rod, sceptre, staff, tribe.[ql 
dart 7973 ## shelach {sheh'-lakh}; from 7971; a missile of attack, i.e. spear; also (figuratively) a shoot of growth; 
i.e. branch: -- {dart}, plant, X put off, sword, weapon.[ql dart 0956 # belos {bel'-os}; from 906; a missile, i.e. 
spear or arrow: -- {dart}.[ql dart 1002 # bolis {bol-ece'}; from 906; a missile, i.e. javelin: -- {dart}.[ql darts 8455 
## towthach {to-thawkh'}; from an unused root meaning to smite; a club: -- {darts}.[ql
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dart Interlinear Index Study dart JOB 041 026 The sword <02719 +chereb > of him that layeth <05381 +nasag > 
at him cannot <01097 +b@liy > hold <06965 +quwm > : the spear <02595 +chaniyth > , the {dart} <04551 
+macca< > , nor the habergeon <08302 +shiryown > . dart PRO 007 023 Till <05704 + a {dart} <02671 +chets > 
strike <06398 +palach > through his liver <03516 +kabed > ; as a bird <06833 +tsippowr > hasteth <04116 
+mahar > to the snare <06341 +pach > , and knoweth <03045 +yada< > not that it [ is ] for his life <05315 
+nephesh > . dart HEB 012 020 ( For they could not endure <5342 -phero -> that which was commanded <1291 -
diastellomai -> , And if so much <2579 -kan -> as a beast <2342 -therion -> touch <2345 -thiggano -> the 
mountain <3735 -oros -> , it shall be stoned <3036 - lithoboleo -> , or <2228 -e -> thrust <2700 -katatoxeuo -> 
through <2700 -katatoxeuo -> with a {dart} <1002 -bolis -> : darts 2SA 018 014 Then said <00559 +>amar > 
Joab <03097 +Yow>ab > , I may not tarry <03176 +yachal > thus <03651 +ken > with thee . And he took <03947 
+laqach > three <07969 +shalowsh > {darts} <07626 +shebet > in his hand <03027 +yad > , and thrust <08628 
+taqa< > them through the heart <03820 +leb > of Absalom <53> , while <05750 + he [ was ] yet alive <02416 
+chay > in the midst <03820 +leb > of the oak <00424 +>elah > . darts 2CH 032 005 Also he strengthened 
<02388 +chazaq > himself , and built <01129 +banah > up all <03605 +kol > the wall <02346 +chowmah > that 
was broken <06555 +parats > , and raised <05927 + [ it ] up to the towers <04026 +migdal > , and another 
<00312 +>acher > wall <02346 +chowmah > without <02351 +chuwts > , and repaired <02388 +chazaq > Millo 
<04407 +millow> > [ in ] the city <05892 + of David <01732 +David > , and made <06213 + {darts} <07973 
+shelach > and shields <04043 +magen > in abundance <07230 +rob > . Darts JOB 041 029 {Darts} <08455 
+towthach > are counted <02803 +chashab > as stubble <07179 +qash > : he laugheth <07832 +sachaq > at the 
shaking <07494 +ra of a spear <03591 +kiydown > . darts EPH 006 016 Above <1909 -epi -> all <3956 -pas -> , 
taking <0353 -analambano -> the shield <2375 -thureos -> of faith <4102 -pistis -> , wherewith <3739 -hos -> ye 
shall be able <1410 - dunamai -> to quench <4570 -sbennumi -> all <3956 -pas -> the fiery <4448 -puroo -> 
{darts} <0956 -belos -> of the wicked <4190 -poneros -> .



dart strike through his liver 



dart Job_41_26 /^{dart /nor the habergeon . dart Pro_07_23 /^{dart /strike through his liver ; as a bird hasteth to 
the snare , and knoweth not that it is for his life . darts 2Ch_32_05 /^{darts /and shields in abundance . Darts 
Job_41_29 /^{Darts /are counted as stubble : he laugheth at the shaking of a spear . darts 2Sa_18_14 /^{darts /in 
his hand , and thrust them through the heart of Absalom , while he was yet alive in the midst of the oak . darts 
Eph_06_16 /${darts /of the wicked .





* dart , 1002 , - dart , 2671 , 4551 , 



dart The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold: the spear, the {dart}, nor the habergeon. dart Till a {dart} 
strike through his liver; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth not that it [is] for his life. dart For they could 
not endure that which was commanded, And if so much as a beast touch the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust 
through with a {dart}:
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